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a b s t r a c t
It is investigated for which choice of a parameter q, denoting the number of contexts, the
class of simple external contextual languages is iteratively learnable. On the one hand, the
class admits, for all values of q, polynomial time learnability provided an adequate choice of
the hypothesis space is given. On the other hand, additional constraints like consistency and
conservativeness or the use of a one–one hypothesis space changes the picture — iterative
learning limits the long term memory of the learner to the current hypothesis and these
constraints further hinder storage of information via padding of this hypothesis. It is shown
that if q > 3, then simple external contextual languages are not iteratively learnable using a
class preserving one–one hypothesis space, while for q = 1 it is iteratively learnable, even
in polynomial time. It is also investigated for which choice of the parameters the simple
external contextual languages can be learnt by a consistent and conservative iterative
learner.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider the followingmodel of learning a class of languages: a learnerM is shown any listing of the strings of a language
L in the class andM outputs a sequence of hypotheses as it sees successivelymore andmore strings of L.M , eventually, stops
changing its mind and the final output is a grammar that correctly generates L. This model of learning is called ‘‘explanatory
learning’’ as the final grammar can be seen as an ‘‘explanation for the language to be learnt’’. Explanatory learning from
positive data and its variants are frequently used tomodel important scenarios such as language acquisition of children [18].
Within the scenario of natural language acquisition, the formal study of this phenomenon requires answering the fol-
lowing question: Which kind of formal languages is adequate to model natural languages? This question has been a subject
of debate for a long time. This debate started soon after the publication of [11], and it was focused on determining whether
natural languages are context-free (CF) or not. Nevertheless, in the late 80’s, linguists seemed to agree finally that natural lan-
guages are not CF; therewere discovered, inmanynatural languages, convincing examples of non-CF constructions [6,12,37],
such as so-called multiple agreements, crossed agreements and duplication structures. Besides, these works suggested that
more generative capacity than CF is necessary to describe natural languages. The following example needs some context-
sensitivity:
Bill, Dick, Harry, . . . gave Hillary, Pat, Bess, . . .
candy bars, chocolates, flowers, . . . , respectively.
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This involves a (mentioned above) multiple-agreement construction and can be essentially modeled by the well-known,
context-sensitive, not context-free set {anbncn | n > 0}.
The difficulty of working more generally with context-sensitive languages has forced researchers to find other ways to
generate CF and non-CF constructions, but keeping under control the generative power. This idea has led to the notion of a
mildly context-sensitive (MCS) family of languages, introduced by Joshi [19].
In the literature, different definitions of MCS have been presented. In this paper, by a mildly context-sensitive family of
languages we mean a familyL of languages that satisfies the following conditions:
(1) each language inL is semilinear [32];
(2) for each language inL the membership problem is solvable in deterministic polynomial time;
(3) L contains the following three non-context-free languages:
-multiple agreements: L1 = {anbncn | n ≥ 0};
- crossed agreements: L2 = {anbmcndm | n,m ≥ 0};
- duplication: L3 = {ww | w ∈ {a, b}∗}.
Some authors [20,35,39] consider that such a family contains all CF languages and present mechanisms that fabricatemildly
context-sensitive families which fully cover the CF but not the CS level of the Chomsky Hierarchy. However, taking into
account the linguistic motivation of the concept of MCS, the following question arises: is it necessary that such a formalism
generates all CF languages? As some authors [2,3,21,25] pointed out, natural languages could occupy an orthogonal position
in the Chomsky Hierarchy. In fact, we can find some examples of natural language constructions that are neither regular
(REG) nor CF and also some REG or CF constructions that do not appear naturally in sentences. Therefore, it is justified to give
up the requirement of generating all CF languages, andwe strive for formalismswhich generateMCS languages in the above
sense and occupy an orthogonal position in the Chomsky Hierarchy. Furthermore, Gold [17] showed that any language class
containing an infinite language and all its finite sublanguages (such as CF) is not explanatory learnable from positive data.
One example of amechanismwith these desirable linguistic properties is the Simple External Contextual grammars (SECp,q
grammars, where p, q are parameters discussed below). Note that, on the one hand, the corresponding class SECp,q is, for
p, q > 1, a mildly context-sensitive class. So the context-sensitive structures that led to the non-context-freeness of natural
languages (multiple agreement, crossed agreement and duplication) can be covered by such grammars [2], as we shall see
in Section 2 below:
• {anbncn | n ≥ 0} is in SEC2,1;
• {ambncmdn | n,m ≥ 0} and {ww | w ∈ {a, b}∗} are in SEC2,2.
On the other hand, such classes SECp,q are incomparable with the families REG and CF, but included in CS [2] — that is,
they occupy an orthogonal position in the Chomsky Hierarchy. So, due to their properties, the SECp,q’s may be appropriate
candidates to model some aspects of the syntax of natural languages. Moreover, the SECp,q grammar mechanism is
(technically) quite simple and intuitively could be explained as follows: In the sentence ‘‘Anton learns English’’ one could add
more objects and obtain ‘‘Anton learns English, French, German and Spanish’’. Similarly the sentence ‘‘Gerd goes to France,
Spain and Holland on Thursday, Saturday and Sunday, respectively’’ can be extended by expanding the list of countries and
corresponding days, but for each new country also a new day has to be added. So, the idea is to start with an easy base
sentence and, then, add new parts at several places in a consistent manner. One can think of the parameter p as the number
of positions in a base where additions can be inserted and the parameter q as the number of various contexts which can be
inserted. In Section 2 below, we present the rigorous definitions.
Becerra-Bonache and Yokomori [3] made the first attempt to learn these SECp,q grammars from only positive data;
they show that for each choice of parameters p, q ≥ 1, SECp,q is explanatorily learnable from positive data. They employ
Shinohara’s results [38]. However, the learning algorithm derived from their main result was not time-efficient. In [28],
efficient learning of SECp,q for some small values of the parameters p, q is considered.
The SECp,q classes have their roots in contextual grammars [26,27], which were introduced with linguistic motivations
(to model some natural aspects, such as, for example, the acceptance of a word only in certain contexts). For an overview
on contextual grammars the reader is referred to [33]. Fernau and Holzer [13] investigated learnability of classes of external
contextual languages different from those of the present paper.
Human memory for past data seen seems to have limitations, see, for example, [7,8,14,24,30,40] for results featuring
memory-limited learners. The present paper is about a nicely memory-limited form of explanatory learning from positive
data called iterative learning. Each output grammar/hypothesis of an iterative learner depends only on the just prior, if any,
hypothesis it output and on the string currently seen from an input listing of a language.
Ourmain positive results (Theorems 8 and 21, the latter togetherwith Remark 23, below in Sections 3 and 6, respectively)
actually feature polynomial time learnability. This roughly means that the update time of the associated learner M is
polynomial in the size of its previous hypothesis and the latest datum.Here the size of the hypotheses themselves is bounded
by a polynomial in the size of all the input data seen so far (thus, the learner is fair and runs in time polynomial in all the
data seen so far). In the prior literature on polynomial time explanatory learning (e.g., [22,34,42]), there are a number of
suggestions on how to rule out unfair delaying tricks — unfair delaying tricks such as waiting for a long datum to have
enough time to output an hypothesis actually based on a much shorter earlier datum. Fortunately, iterative learning (as in
the present paper) is one of the best ways to rule out such delaying tricks. Intuitively, this is because the learner M does
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not have available for employment its whole history of past data. Theorem 8 says that, for each p, q ≥ 1, the class SECp,q is
iteratively learnable in polynomial time using a class-preserving hypothesis space.
Of course, an iterativeM can pad up its conjectured hypotheses to store a limited amount of past data seen. For example,
some dummy information not affecting the semantics of an hypothesis can be added to it to, in effect, code in some bounded
information about past data. In fact the proof of the positive result Theorem 8, depends on such a padding trick. It is, thus,
interesting to see if such a result can still hold if we outlaw padding tricks in some natural ways.
One way to outlaw padding is to require the hypothesis space to be one–one, that is, to require that there is exactly
one hypothesis available per relevant language. Another main result (Theorem 16 below in Section 4) says that for class-
preserving one–one hypothesis spaces, for p ≥ 1 and q ≥ 4, SECp,q is not iteratively learnable. By contrast, Theorem 21,
together with Remark 23, provides, for each p, for a class-preserving one–one hypothesis space, polynomial time iterative
learnability of SECp,1.
For a consistent learner, every hypothesis conjectured by the learner must generate all the data seen to that point. A
conservative learner revises its hypothesis only if a current datum is inconsistent with it. Iterative learners which are both
consistent and conservative are restricted in howmuch padding they can use. Another main result is that, for p ≥ 1, q ≥ 2,
SECp,q is not learnable by consistent and conservative iterative learners using a class-preserving hypothesis space.
In the remainder of the present paper, for the values of q not covered in each of the just above two paragraphs, we provide
some partial results.
In a recent paper Yoshinaka [42] suggests some other possible requirements to place on a learner, such as consistency,
conservativeness, polynomial number of mind changes before convergence to final hypothesis (on arbitrary texts) and so
on. Most of these additional requirements are not satisfied by our positive results, except that in some cases we are able to
achieve consistency and/or conservativeness. Here note that, for the learner for SECp,1 in Theorem 21, for each L ∈ SECp,1,
there exists a subset DL of cardinality at most 3, such that the presence of DL in the input already implies convergence to the
correct hypothesis by the learner.
2. Notation and preliminaries
For any unexplained recursion theoretic notation, the reader is referred to the textbooks of Rogers [36] andOdifreddi [29].
The symbol N denotes the set of natural numbers, {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}. For S a finite, non-empty subset of N, gcd(S) denotes the
greatest common divisor of the elements in S. Σ denotes a finite alphabet set. Subsets of Σ∗ are referred to as languages.
The symbols ∅, ⊆, ⊂, ⊇ and ⊃ denote empty set, subset, proper subset, superset and proper superset, respectively. The
cardinality of a set S is denoted by |S|. Let |x| denote the length of the string x, wherewe take, then, x = x(0)x(1) . . . x(|x|−1).
For n ≤ |x| let x[n] denote the string formed from the first n characters of x. For i, j with i ≤ j < |x| let x[i, j] denote the
substring x(i)x(i + 1) . . . x(j); if j < i or i ≥ |x| or j ≥ |x|, then x[i, j] = , the empty string. Furthermore x · y or just xy
denotes the concatenation of the strings x and y.
We often use regular expressions to define languages: For example, A+ B denotes the union A ∪ B, x denotes {x}, A− x
denotes the set A − {x}, A · B = {x · y : x ∈ A, y ∈ B}. For example, aa(bb + cc)∗ = {a · a · x : x ∈ {b · b, c · c}∗} and
a3 · a∗ = {an : n ≥ 3}.
We now present concepts from language learning theory. Sets of the form {x : x < n}, for some n, are called initial
segments of N. The next definition introduces the concept of a sequence of data.
Definition 1. (a) A (finite) sequence σ is a mapping from an initial segment of N into (Σ∗ ∪ {#}). The empty sequence is
denoted by λ.
(b) The content of a sequence σ , denoted ctnt(σ ), is the set of elements occurring in σ that are different from #.
(c) The length of σ , denoted by |σ |, is the number of elements in σ . So, |λ| = 0.
(d) For n ≤ |σ |, the initial sequence of σ of length n is denoted by σ [n]. So, σ [0] is λ.
Intuitively, #’s represent pauses in the presentation of data. We let σ , τ and γ range over finite sequences.
There are two types of concatenation:  is the symbol for concatenation of sequences (including those consisting of one
string only) while · denotes the concatenation of strings or sets of strings. So a3  a5  a8 is the sequence a3, a5, a8; while
a3 · a5 · a8 is the string a16.
Definition 2 (Gold [17]). (a) A text T for a language L is a mapping fromN into (Σ∗∪{#}) such that L is the set of all strings
occurring in the range of T . T (i) represents the (i+ 1)-st element in the text.
(b) The content of a text T , denoted by ctnt(T ), is the set of elements occurring in T that are different from #; that is, the
language which T is a text for.
(c) T [n] denotes the finite initial sequence of T with length n.
Definition 3 (Gold [17], Case and Lynes [9], Wiehagen [41] and Lange and Zeugmann [24]). LetH0,H1,H2, . . . be the underly-
ing hypothesis space.
(a) An iterative learner or, in this paper, just a learner, is a total recursive mappingM from (N∪{?})× (Σ∗ ∪{#}) toN∪{?}.
The definition ofM is extended to finite sequences by
∀n ∀x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ Σ∗ ∪ {?} [M(x0  x1  . . .  xn) = M(M(. . .M(M(?, x0), x1), . . .), xn)]
and every expressionM(σ ), for a finite sequence σ , refers to this extension.
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(b) M learns a language L from text T iff there is an index ewith He = L andM(T [n]) = e for almost all n.
(c) A classL of languages is iteratively learnable iff there is an iterative learnerM such thatM learns every language L ∈ L
from every text T for L.
Intuitively, an iterative learner [24,41] is a learner whose hypothesis depends only on its last conjecture and current input.
That is, for n ≥ 0,M(T [n+ 1]) can be computed algorithmically fromM(T [n]) and T (n). Here, note thatM(T [0]) = ?.
Furthermore, note that we, in part (a) of the above definition, required M to be total recursive instead of just partial
recursive, where, for successful iterative learning of a language L, M would have to be defined on the initial segments on
any text for L. It is a folklore result that this makes a difference as to what can be iteratively learned (see [10] for a proof).
Our positive results happen to hold for total iterative learnersM and our negative results would also hold if we removed the
totality restriction. Therefore, it is for expository convenience that we consider herein, for all of our results, total iterative
learners.
Definition 4 (L. Blum and M. Blum and Fulk [5,16]). A finite sequence σ is said to be a stabilizing sequence forM on L iff
• ctnt(σ ) ⊆ L and
• M(σ  τ) = M(σ ) for all τ with ctnt(τ ) ⊆ L.
Furthermore, σ is said to be a locking sequence forM on L iff both σ is a stabilizing sequence forM on L andM(σ ) is an index
of L (in the hypothesis space used byM).
IfM learns L, then every stabilizing sequence forM on L is a locking sequence forM on L. Furthermore, one can show that if
M learns L, then, for every σ such that ctnt(σ ) ⊆ L, there exists a locking sequence forM on Lwhich extends σ , see [5,16].
Definition 5 (Angluin and L. Blum and M. Blum [1,5]). Let H0,H1,H2, . . . be the hypothesis space used byM .
(a) M is said to be consistent on σ ifM(σ ) = ? or ctnt(σ ) ⊆ HM(σ ).M is consistent on text T iffM is consistent on T [n], for
all n.M is consistent on L ifM is consistent on each text for L.M is consistent onL ifM is consistent on each L ∈ L.
(b) M is said to be conservative on T if for all n ∈ N, M(T [n]) 6= ? and ctnt(T [n + 1]) ⊆ HM(T [n]) implies M(T [n + 1]) =
M(T [n]).M is conservative on L ifM is conservative on each text for L.M is conservative onL ifM is conservative on each
L ∈ L.
For consistent/conservative learning of a class L, we require the learners to be consistent/conservative on each language
inL.
Kudlek, Martín-Vide, Mateescu and Mitrana [21] introduced and studied a mechanism to fabricate MCS families of
languages called p-dimensional external contextual grammars.
Let p ≥ 1 be a fixed integer. A p-word is a p-tuple (w1, w2, . . . , wp) of strings. A p-context is a 2p-word. An SECp,q
language can be represented by an SECp,q grammar defined as follows.
Definition 6 (Becerra-Bonache and Yokomori [3]). Fix Σ . A simple external contextual grammar with parameters p and q (an
SECp,q grammar) is a pair G = (base, C), where base is a p-word overΣ , and C is a set of p-contexts of cardinality at most q.
Given a p-word w = (w1, w2, . . . , wp) and a p-context u = (u1, u2, . . . , u2p−1, u2p), gen(w, u) is the p-word
(u1w1u2, u3w2u4, u5w3u6, . . . , u2p−1wpu2p).We generalize the definition of gen tomultiple contexts by saying gen(w, C) =
{gen(w, u) : u ∈ C}.
Suppose that a p-word base and a set C of p-contexts are given. Thenwe obtain Lang(base, C) by considering the smallest
set S satisfying the following two conditions:
• base ∈ S;
• If p-wordw ∈ S and p-context u ∈ C , then gen(w, u) ∈ S.
By Kleene’s Minimal Fixed-Point Theorem [36], such a set S uniquely exists and is recursively enumerable. Now
Lang(base, C) = {w1w2 . . . wp : (w1, w2, . . . , wp) ∈ S}.
We also refer to (base, C) as grammar for Lang(base, C). Let Gp,q = {(base, C) : base is a p-word and C is a set of at most q
p-contexts}. Let SECp,q = {Lang(G) : G ∈ Gp,q}. Furthermore, let SECp,∗ =⋃j∈{1,2,...} SECp,j and SEC∗,q =⋃j∈{1,2,...} SECj,q.
For example, {anbncn | n ≥ 0} is generated by the SEC2,1 grammar G2,1 = (base = (, ), context = {(a, b, c, )}).{ww | w ∈ {a, b}∗} is generated by the SEC2,2 grammar G2,2 = (base = (, ), context = {(, a, , a), (, b, , b)}).{anbmcndm : n,m ≥ 0} is generated by the SEC2,2 grammar G2,2 = (base = (, ), context = {(a, , c, ), (, b, , d)}).
Thus, for any p ≥ 2, q ≥ 2, SECp,q is a mildly context-sensitive family. For p or q being 1, the class SECp,q is not a mildly
context-sensitive family.
We define the size of various objects of importance. The size of a stringw is the length of the stringw. The size of a p-word
is the sum of p and the sizes of the strings in it. The size of a context set C is the sum of the cardinality of C and the sizes of
the contexts in it. The size of a grammar G is the size of its base plus the size of its context set. The size of a finite sequence
x0  x1  x2  · · ·  xn is the sum of n+ 1 and the size of all strings x0, x1, x2, . . . , xn in this finite sequence.
For us, an iterative learnerM runs in polynomial time iff both its update-functionM(e, x) runs in time polynomial in the
size of e and x and the size ofM(σ ) is polynomially bounded in the size of σ for every finite sequence σ .
We say a learner which learns a class L is class-preserving iff its underlying hypothesis space does not generate any
languages outsideL [23].
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3. SECp,q is consistently iteratively learnable
Kudlek, Martín-Vide, Mateescu andMitrana [21] noted that themembership question for languages in SECp,q is decidable
in polynomial time.
Proposition 7. Fix p, q and let (base, C) be a member of Gp,q. Given a string x, it can be decided in polynomial time (in the size
of x, base, C) whether x ∈ Lang(base, C). The degree of the polynomial is linear in p and independent of q.
Proof. Let Si be the set of p-words defined as follows. S0 = {base}. Si+1 = {gen(w, u) : u ∈ C, w ∈ Si}. Let VT be the set
of all tuples of form (i1, j1, . . . , ip, jp) such that, for all r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, 0 ≤ ir ≤ jr + 1 ≤ |x| and r < p ⇒ jr < ir+1.
Note that the cardinality of VT is at most (|x| + 1)2p. Let Xk denote the set of tuples (i1, j1, . . . , ip, jp) in VT such that some
(w1, w2, . . . , wp) ∈ Sk satisfieswr = x[ir , jr ], for r with 1 ≤ r ≤ p.
For each tuple of the form (i1, j1, . . . , ip, jp), itsmembership in X0 can be tested in timeO(|x|). Using Xk, one can determine
if a tuple (i1, j1, . . . , ip, jp) ∈ VT belongs to Xk+1 by checking if (x[i1, j1], . . . , x[ip, jp]) = gen(x[i′1, j′1], . . . , x[i′p, j′p], u), for
some u ∈ C and (i′1, j′1, . . . , i′p, j′p) ∈ Xk. Thus, one can compute Xk+1 from Xk in time O(size(C) ∗ (|x| + 1)4p+1). It follows
that one can compute Xr in time O(size(C) ∗ (|x| + 1)4p+1 ∗ r).
Now x ∈ Lang(base, C) iff x = x[i1, j1]x[i2, j2] . . . x[ip, jp] for some (i1, j1, . . . , ip, jp) ∈ Xr , for some r ≤ |x|. 
Theorem 8. For each p, q ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}, SECp,q has a polynomial time iterative consistent learnerM which uses a class-preserv-
ing hypothesis space. The runtime of M (measured in terms of the size of the previous hypothesis and current input-datum) and
the size of M’s conjecture (measured in terms of the size of all input data seen so far) are each bounded by a polynomial of degree
linear in pq.
Proof. A pair (base, C) of a base and a context set is said tominimally generate a set Z iff Z ⊆ Lang(base, C) and there is no
C ′ ⊂ C with Z ⊆ Lang(base, C ′).
For a fixed p, q and a finite set Z , let XZ denote the set of elements of Gp,q which minimally generate Z . For any string x,
one can determine X{x}, by considering all possible (base, C), such that
• base = (w1, w2, . . . , wp), where eachwi is a substring of x,
• for each member (u1, u2, . . . , u2p−1, u2p) of C , each ui is a substring of x,
• C contains at most q contexts,
• (base, C)minimally generates {x}.
Note that this can be done in polynomial time in the length of x, as the number of possible substrings of x is atmost (|x|+1)2,
and, thus, the number of possible grammars (base, C) is at most ((|x| + 1)2)p+2pq. For this, if the number of contexts is less
than q, one could consider the rest of the contexts as ‘‘empty’’.
For finding (base, C)which minimally generate Z ∪ {x}, note that if (base, C)minimally generates Z ∪ {x}, then, for some
C ′, C ′′ ⊆ C , (base, C ′) minimally generates Z and (base, C ′′) minimally generates {x} and C = C ′ ∪ C ′′. Additionally, note
that it must be the case that no proper subset Cs of C satisfies that (base, Cs) generates Z ∪ {x}.
In other words, for a nonempty set Z , given XZ and X{x}, note that XZ∪{x} consists of grammars (base, C) ∈ Gp,q such that
• for some C ′, C ′′ satisfying C = C ′ ∪ C ′′ it holds that (base, C ′) ∈ XZ and (base, C ′′) ∈ X{x},
• no C ′′′ ⊂ C satisfies the property above (for the given basewith C ′′′ in place of C).
Thus, one can determine XZ∪{x} from XZ and x in time polynomial in |x| and the size of XZ . Furthermore, the size of XZ is
polynomial in the size of Z (as each string in the base and in the set of contexts is a substring of one of the strings in Z and
there are at most q contexts in each (base, C) ∈ XZ ). Thus, one can compute XZ∪{x} in time polynomial in the size of Z ∪ {x},
given XZ and x.
Now consider an arbitrary text T . Then we claim that limn→∞ Xctnt(T [n]) converges. This can be seen as follows. One may
assume without loss of generality that T does not contain any # (as input # does not lead to modification of Xctnt(T [n])). Now
consider a forest formed as follows. F1 consists of |Xctnt(T [1])| roots corresponding to each member of Xctnt(T [1]) (labeled using
the corresponding member). By induction we will have that Xctnt(T [n]) would be a subset of the set of leaves of the forest Fn.
Fn+1 is constructed by possibly adding some children to leaves of Fn as follows. If (base, C) ∈ Xctnt(T [n+1]) − Xctnt(T [n]), then
pick a (base, C ′) ∈ Xctnt(T [n]) such that C ′ ⊂ C (there exists such a (base, C ′) by construction). Add (base, C) as a child of
(base, C ′). As the depth of the forest is at most q and the number of roots and the branching factor at any node is finite, the
sequence F1, F2, . . . converges.
Now one considers iterative learning of SECp,q. Let g(·) be a one–one polynomial time computable and polynomial time
invertible coding of all finite sets of grammars over Gp,q. The learner uses a class-preserving hypothesis space H such that
Hg(X) is for a minimal language in {Lang(G) : G ∈ X} (for X = ∅, we let g(X) to be a grammar for {}). Note that such a class-
preserving hypothesis space H can be constructed by letting, for X 6= ∅, x ∈ Hg(X) iff x ∈ Lang(base, C) for all (base, C) ∈ X
such that for all y length lexicographically smaller than x it holds that y ∈ Lang(base, C)⇔ y ∈ Hg(X). In the construction of
Hg(X), a minimal language instead of an intersection of languages is used to have a class-preserving hypothesis space rather
than a class-comprising one (a class-comprising hypothesis space can also have hypotheses for languages not in the class of
languages under consideration [23]).
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The learner, on input T [n], outputs the hypothesis g(Xctnt(T [n])), if ctnt(T [n]) 6= ∅. Otherwise, the learner outputs ?. Note
that Xctnt(T [n+1]) can be iteratively computed using T (n) and Xctnt(T [n]) (which can be obtained from g(Xctnt(T [n]))). Here note
that, if the input language belongs to SECp,q, then (a) every grammar in limn→∞ Xctnt(T [n]) contains the input language, (b)
there is a grammar for the input language in limn→∞ Xctnt(T [n]). Thus, for large enough n, Hg(XT [n]) is the input language. 
Remark 9. Note that the membership question for the hypothesis space Hg(X) in the preceding proof may not be decidable
uniformly in polynomial time (as finding the minimal language in X may not be easy). On the other hand, if one had chosen
the class comprising hypothesis space obtained by taking Hg(X) =⋂(base,C)∈X Lang(base, C), then the membership problem
is uniformly decidable in polynomial time, though the hypothesis space is no longer class preserving. Alternatively, using
the following hypothesis space one could still make the hypothesis space class preserving, with the membership question
being uniformly decidable in polynomial time, though the convergence to a final hypothesis would be delayed somewhat.
For this, we consider the hypothesis space given byHg(X,r) = L(G), whereG is the (r+1)-st element of X , in the lexicographic
ordering of grammars in X . Now, if the previous hypothesis of the learner (that is the output of the learner on input T [n]) is
g(XT [n], r) and the new input is T (n), then the output of the learner on input T [n+ 1] is g(XT [n+1], r ′), where r ′ is defined as
follows. Let G be the (r + 1)-st grammar in the lexicographic ordering of XT [n].
r ′ =

0, if XT [n+1] 6= XT [n];
r, if XT [n+1] = XT [n] and
L(G) ∩
{
x : |x| ≤ log(|T (n)|)|XT [n]|
}
=
 ⋂
G′∈XT [n]
L(G′)
 ∩ {x : |x| ≤ log(|T (n)|)|XT [n]| };
r ′ = (r + 1)mod |XT [n]|, otherwise.
Example 10. To explain the working of the algorithm, we now consider an example. Suppose the class being learnt is in
SEC2,1. Suppose the input text T is for the language {anbncn : n ≥ 0}.
Suppose the initial example is a2b2c2. Then, X{a2b2c2} will contain all the SEC2,1 grammars which minimally generate
a2b2c2. These will include,
((, ), {(, a, b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, , b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, b, , c)}),
((, ), {(a, b, c, )}), ((ab, c), {(a, b, c, )}), ((ab, c), {(a, b, , c)}),
((a, bc), {(a, , b, c)}), ((a, bc), {(, a, b, c)}),
and several other grammars such as
((a, bc), {(, ab, , c)}), ((ab, c), {(a, , bc, )}), ((a, b), {(a, b, , cc)}),
((a, ), {(, abb, c, c)}), ((aabbcc, ),∅), ((aab, bcc),∅) and so on.
Suppose the next example is abc. Then, X{abc} will contain all the SEC2,1 grammars whichminimally generate abc. These will
include,
((, ), {(, a, b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, , b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, b, , c)}),
((, ), {(a, b, c, )}), ((a, bc),∅), ((ab, c),∅),
as well as several other grammars such as
((a, b), {(, , , c)}), ((a, ), {(, b, , c)}) and so on.
This will, then, result in X{a2b2c2,abc} containing
((, ), {(, a, b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, , b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, b, , c)}),
((, ), {(a, b, c, )}), ((ab, c), {(a, b, c, )}), ((ab, c), {(a, b, , c)}),
((a, bc), {(a, , b, c)}), ((a, bc), {(, a, b, c)}),
as well as
((a, bc), {(, ab, , c)}), ((ab, c), {(a, , bc, )}).
Note that grammars such as ((aabbcc, ),∅), ((aab, bcc),∅), ((aa, cc), {(, b, b, )}), in X{a2b2c2}, will not have any grammar
in X{abc} with the same base. Grammars such as ((a, b), {(a, b, , cc)})will have a corresponding grammar in X{abc} with the
same base — however, the combination of the contexts will give a context set of size more than 1 and, thus, would not be
considered.
Now suppose  is the next example. Then, X{} will consist of ((, ),∅), which will, then, lead to X{a2b2c2,abc,} containing
only the grammars:
((, ), {(, a, b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, , b, c)}), ((, ), {(a, b, , c)}),
((, ), {(a, b, c, )}).
The learner will not change XT [n] beyond the above for any further examples from the set {anbncn : n ≥ 0}.
In this particular example all the grammars in limn→∞ XT [n]were equivalent. However thismay not be the case in general.
For example, if one considers text T for {a2n : n ∈ N}, then one would have limn→∞ XT [n] containing 10 grammars for
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{a2n : n ∈ N}:
((, ), {(aa, , , )}), ((, ), {(a, a, , )}), ((, ), {(a, , a, )}),
((, ), {(a, , , a)}), ((, ), {(, aa, , )}), ((, ), {(, a, a, )}),
((, ), {(, a, , a)}), ((, ), {(, , aa, )}), ((, ), {(, , a, a)}),
((, ), {(, , , aa)}).
Furthermore limn→∞ XT [n] would contain the four grammars for {an : n ≥ N}:
((, ), {(a, , , )}), ((, ), {(, a, , )}), ((, ), {(, , a, )}),
((, ), {(, , , a)}).
These grammars are, then, all those which will be there in limn→∞ XT [n], and the final hypothesis will be equivalent to one
of the first 10.
Corollary 11. Suppose G is a recursive subset of Gp,q such that
• for all C ′ ⊆ C, (base, C) ∈ G⇒ (base, C ′) ∈ G,
• for all p-words base, (base,∅) ∈ G,
• for all G,G′ ∈ G, one can effectively check whether Lang(G) ⊆ Lang(G′).
Then,
(a) L = {Lang(G) : G ∈ G} is conservatively iteratively learnable using a class-preserving hypothesis space (this learner
however may not be consistent);
(b) for each G ∈ G, one can effectively find a finite D(G) ⊆ Lang(G) such that, for all G′ ∈ G, if D(G) ⊆ Lang(G′), then
Lang(G) ⊆ Lang(G′).
Proof. This proof is obtained by a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 8 above. To define XZ , as in the proof of
Theorem 8, we use only grammars from G. Also, g is a coding for all finite sets of grammars from G. The hypothesis space H ′
used by the learner is defined by using H ′2g(Xctnt(T [n])) to be Hg(Xctnt(T [n])), where H is as defined in the proof of Theorem 8 (for
themodified g). We letH ′1+2g(Xctnt(T [n])) contain just the shortest element generated by all the grammars in Xctnt(T [n]). On input
T [n], the learner outputs 2g(Xctnt(T [n])) if Xctnt(T [n]) contains a grammarG such that, for allG′ ∈ Xctnt(T [n]), Lang(G) ⊆ Lang(G′).
Otherwise, the learner outputs 1+ 2g(Xctnt(T [n])).
The above learner is conservative: if the previous hypothesis output was 2g(Xctnt(T [n])) or 1+ 2g(Xctnt(T [n])), and the new
input T (n) belongs to the corresponding language, then T (n) belongs to all Lang(G), G ∈ Xctnt(T [n]) and, thus, Xctnt(T [n+1]) =
Xctnt(T [n]).
Define D(G) as follows. Consider a text T for Lang(G). Then, one could iteratively construct Xctnt(T [n]) until an n is found
such that, for all G′ ∈ Xctnt(T [n]), Lang(G) ⊆ Lang(G′). Then D(G) = ctnt(T [n]) satisfies the requirements for part (b). 
Note that if the subclass G consists of only grammars for regular languages (along with one being able to find effectively
the DFA for the corresponding language), then it satisfies the third condition in Corollary 11. This is what is utilized in the
applications of the above corollary in Proposition 12 and Section 7 below. It would be interesting to explore other important
subclasses of SECp,q where the above corollary is applicable.
A tell-tale set [1] of a language L ∈ L is a finite set S ⊆ L such that, for all L′ ∈ L, if S ⊆ L′, then L′ 6⊂ L. Note that D(G) as
defined in Corollary 11 is a tell-tale set.
SupposeG ⊆ Gp,q satisfies the preconditions as in Corollary 11. Suppose further that, for allG,G′ ∈ G, Lang(G) 6⊆ Lang(G′)
implies there exists an x of length at most polynomial in the size of G,G′ such that x ∈ Lang(G)− Lang(G′). Then the proof
of Corollary 11 can be used to give a tell-tale set of polynomial size, as the branching factor of the forest formed in the proof
of Theorem 8 would, then, be polynomially bounded in the size of G, when one considers an increasing text T for the input
language.
If |Σ | = 1, then SECp,q = SEC1,q, as the order of words in the base and the contexts does not matter. Furthermore,
Lang(G) is regular for each G ∈ G1,q (where the automata for accepting Lang(G) can be effectively obtained from G). Thus,
for |Σ | = 1, p, q ∈ N, SECp,q is conservatively iteratively learnable. The following proposition generalizes this to SECp,∗.
Proposition 12. Fix Σ = {a}. Then, SEC1,∗ is iteratively learnable using a class preserving hypothesis space. The learner can be
made consistent or conservative (but not both simultaneously).
Proof. We first define D(G), effectively obtainable from G, such that, for all G′ ∈ G1,∗, if D(G) ⊆ Lang(G′), then Lang(G) ⊆
Lang(G′). For ease of notation, we consider G ∈ G1,∗ to be of the form (an, S), with Lang(G) = anS∗, where S is a finite set of
strings.
Consider G = (an, S). If S = ∅, then D(G) = {an}. If S = {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , air } is not empty, then letm = gcd({i1, i2, . . . , ir}).
Thus, Lang(G) is a finite variant of an(am)∗. Let i be minimal such that an+im and an+im+m ∈ Lang(G). Now, for any set S ′,
• If an ∈ as(S ′)∗, then s ≤ n;
• if {an+im, an+im+m} ⊆ as(S ′)∗, then as{an+im−s, an+im+m−s}∗ ⊆ as(S ′)∗;
• for s ≤ n, Lang(G)− as{an+im−s, an+im+m−s}∗ is finite and one can effectively (from s) find this set.
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LetD(G) = {an, an+im, an+im+m} ∪⋃s≤n[Lang(G)−as{an+im−s, an+im+m−s}∗]. It follows that any language in SEC1,∗ containing
D(G) also contains Lang(G).
Nowwe can use the methods in the proofs of Theorem 8 and Corollary 11 to obtain an iterative consistent or an iterative
conservative learner. Note that the existence of D(G) as above is enough to guarantee the convergence of Xctnt(T [n]) for texts
T for Lang(G), as needed for learnability (as Xctnt(T [n]) = XD(G), for all n such that D(G) ⊆ ctnt(T [n])). 
The following non-learnability result holds even for themore general notions of explanatory learning [17] and behaviourally
correct learning [4,9,31]. In the following theoremwe use the term ‘‘learnable’’ to denote any of these notions of learnability.
Theorem 13. Suppose that {a, b} ⊆ Σ . Then SEC1,∗ is not learnable.
Proof. Let Li = {abj : j ≤ i}∗. Let H = {ax : x ∈ {a, b}∗}. Note that L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ H and H = ⋃i∈N Li. Furthermore,
L0, L1, L2, . . . ,H ∈ SEC1,∗. Thus, SEC1,∗ is not learnable, by a result of Gold [17]. 
4. Padding is necessary
Padding naturally needs that there are several hypotheses for at least some of the languages involved. Therefore, it is
natural to ask how learnability is affected in the case that there is only one grammar for each language in the class to be
learnt. In such a situation, it is of course also needed to consider class-preserving hypothesis spaces as, otherwise, hypotheses
for languages outside the class could be used to store information intermediately. For the following, sincewe are considering
one–one hypothesis spaces, we often identify the language with its grammar.
Note that this assumption is adequate as SECp,q has a one–one hypothesis space. The reasons are that one can effectively
decide the membership question for any language in SECp,q and any r.e. family of recursive functions can be made one–one.
Remark 14. Let a class-preserving one–one hypothesis space H0,H1,H2, . . . of some class and an iterative learner M for
this class be given. ThenM is conservative. One can even show the following stricter variant:
(∀σ)(∀x ∈ HM(σ ))[M(σ  x) = M(σ )].
If this condition would fail for some σ and x ∈ HM(σ ), the learner M would not learn HM(σ ) from any text T containing
infinitely many x. This holds as for every nwith T (n) = x, eitherM(T [n]) 6= M(σ ) orM(T [n+ 1]) 6= M(σ ), althoughM(σ )
is the only index of HM(σ ).
Remark 15. Suppose M is an iterative learner for the class of languages L using a class preserving one–one hypothesis
space. Suppose thatM on σ outputs H and that T is a text for L ⊇ H , where H, L ∈ L. ThenM converges on σ  T to L.
To see this, consider a locking sequence τ for M on H . As M(σ ) = M(τ ), M converges on σ  T and τ  T to the same
hypothesis. As τ  T is also a text for L,M converges on σ  T to an hypothesis for L as well.
Theorem 16. Suppose that p ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , ∗} and q ∈ {4, 5, 6, . . . , ∗}. Then SECp,q is not iteratively learnable using a class
preserving one–one hypothesis space.
Proof. Let a be a member of the alphabet Σ . Suppose by way of contradiction that some iterative learner M learns SECp,q
using a class preserving one–one hypothesis space. Let H be the set described by the hypothesisM(σ1), where σ1 = a4  a5
(if M(σ1) = ?, then clearly M cannot distinguish between σ  T and T , where T is a text for a6a∗). The set H is not empty
and, thus, has a shortest element; let n be its length. Now consider the following cases, where Case i is only taken if no Case
jwith j < i applies.
• Case 1: H 6⊆ a∗. Let x ∈ H − a∗ and let T be a text for a∗x∗ − {x}. This language is in SEC1,4 as one can generate it with
base  and the four contexts (a, ), (a, x), (, x2) and (, x3). AsM is conservative,M(σ1  x) = M(σ1); soM converges
on the text σ1  x T and the text σ1  T to the same hypotheses although these are texts for the different languages a∗x∗
and a∗x∗ − {x}, respectively.
• Case 2: n < 4. Let T be a text for an+1 · a∗. AsM is conservative, it converges to the same hypothesis on the texts σ1  T
and σ1  an  T , which are texts for the different languages, an+1a∗ and ana∗, both of which are in SEC1,4.• Case 3: n > 4. In this case let σ2 be a stabilizing sequence forM on H . Let T be a text for a5a∗. Then,M on σ2  T as well
as on σ1  T converges to the hypothesis for a5a∗, though σ1  T is a text for a4a∗.• Case 4: n = 4 and a5 /∈ H . In this case, let T be a text for a4(a2 + a3)∗ and let σ3 be a locking sequence for M on H .
Now the learner converges to the same grammar on σ3  T as on σ1  T , though these are texts for a4(a2 + a3)∗ and a4a∗
respectively.
• Case 5:H = a4 a∗. AsM is conservative,M(σ1a6) = M(σ1). Now let T be a text for a(a3+a4)∗. The learnerM converges
onσ1a6T and onσ1T to the same grammar, though these are, respectively, the texts for the languages a(a3+a4+a5)∗
and a(a3 + a4)∗.
Hence, in all five cases, the learnerM fails to infer some language it should infer. Note that ifH contains a4 and a5 (but not an
for n < 4), then the base for H is a4, and one of the contexts is a; thus, H = a4a∗. Hence, the case-distinction is exhaustive.
So, the theorem follows. 
Another method to hinder padding is to require that a learner is consistent and conservative. Consistency enforces that the
learner has to incorporate new data in a reasonable way so that no padding can be done by choosing a bogus hypothesis,
conservativeness rules out updating done for data-storage purposes only.
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Proposition 17. Suppose that p ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .} and q ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . . , ∗}. Then SECp,q has no consistent and conservative
iterative learner using a class-preserving hypothesis space.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that SECp,q has a consistent and conservative iterative learner M . Suppose M on
input a4  a5 outputs the hypothesis H . (If M on input a4  a5 outputs ?, then M cannot distinguish between the inputs
a4  a5  T and T , where T is a text for a6a∗.)
Note that every language H ∈ SECp,q which contains a4, a5 also contains either a6 or a string x 6∈ a4a∗.
• Case 1: H contains a6. Let σ be such that ctnt(σ ) ⊆ a(a3 + a4)∗ and M(a4  a5  σ) is a grammar for a(a3 + a4)∗. Note
that there exists such a σ asM identifies a(a3 + a4)∗. But, then,M(a4  a5  σ) = M(a4  a5  a6  σ) (asM is iterative
andM(a4  a5  a6) = M(a4  a5) due to the conservativeness ofM). Thus,M is not consistent on a4  a5  a6  σ , which
is an initial segment of a text for a∗.
• Case 2: H contains x 6∈ a4a∗. Let σ be such that ctnt(σ ) ⊆ a4a∗ and M(a4  a5  σ) is a grammar for a4a∗. Note that
there exists such a σ as M identifies a4a∗. But, then, M(a4  a5  σ) = M(a4  a5  x  σ) (as M is iterative and
M(a4  a5  x) = M(a4  a5) due to the conservativeness of M). Thus, M is not consistent on a4  a5  x  σ , which
is an initial segment of a text for (a+ x)∗.
The theorem follows from the above cases. 
5. Learnability and the unary alphabet
The previous section leaves openwhether SECp,1, SECp,2 and SECp,3 can be iteratively learnt using a class-preserving one–
one hypothesis space. While this question will be answered positively for SECp,1 by Theorem 21, together with Remark 23,
below, it remains open for SECp,2 and SECp,3. The main purpose of this section is to partially address this gap for the case
that the alphabet has size 1 and, hence, the situation is easier to clarify.
Note that the proof of Theorem 16 needs q ≥ 4 only in Case 1. In the other cases, the languages considered (an a∗,
a4(a2 + a3)∗, a(a3 + a4)∗, a(a3 + a4 + a5)∗) are all in SEC1,3. Hence, forΣ = {a}, one has that SECp,3 is also not iteratively
learnable using a class-preserving one–one hypothesis space.
Corollary 18. Suppose that |Σ | = 1. Then SECp,3 is not iteratively learnable using a class preserving one–one hypothesis space.
Remark 19. The following question was originally claimed to be solved in the conference version of the current paper, but
is still open: AssumingΣ = {a}, is SECp,2 = SEC1,2 iteratively learnable using class preserving one–one hypothesis space?
Remark 20. Note that, if |Σ | = 1, then SECp,1 = SEC1,1 and SECp,1 has a consistent and conservative iterative learner which
uses a class preserving one–one hypothesis space. If the input language is a singleton ar , then the learner conjectures {ar}.
Otherwise, the learner conjectures ar(as)∗, where ar is the shortest string seen so far and s = gcd({i : i 6= 0, ar+i is seen in
the input so far}). Note that, for nonempty S with 0 6∈ S, gcd({j} ∪ S) = gcd({j, gcd(S)}). Also, gcd({j} ∪ {i + j : i ∈ S}) =
gcd({j, gcd(S)}). Thus, s = gcd({i : i 6= 0, ar+i is seen in the input so far}), can always be computed using the new datum
and the previous hypothesis.
6. Classes with one context only
For arbitrary alphabet size, we do not yet know if SECp,1 can be consistently iteratively learnt using a class preserving
one–one hypothesis space. However, we show in this section that one can do so if the consistency requirement is dropped.
For the theorems in this section, for ease of notation, when we say that a language equals {z0, z1, z2, z3, . . .}, we assume
that the zi’s are listed in the length non-decreasing order, that is, for all i, |zi| ≤ |zi+1|.
In the theorem below, the degree of the polynomial bounding the runtime of M depends linearly on p. The size of the
hypothesis (measured in terms of the size of all input data seen so far) is linear. In this section, ‘‘language’’ means ‘‘language
in SECp,1’’.
Theorem 21. Suppose p ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , ∗}. Then SECp,1 is iteratively learnable in polynomial time using the hypothesis space
Gp,1.
Proof. Note that, for any language L ∈ SECp,1 and v,w ∈ L with v 6= w, there is a language L′ ∈ SECp,1 such
that v,w are the two shortest words in L′ (as, if L has base = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) and context {(u1, u2, . . . , u2p−1, u2p)},
v = uk11 b1uk12 uk13 b2uk14 . . . uk12p−1bpuk12p and w = uk21 b1uk22 uk23 b2uk24 . . . uk22p−1bpuk22p, with k1 < k2, then we could take L′ to have
base = (uk11 b1uk12 , . . . , uk12p−1bpuk12p) and context {(uk2−k11 , uk2−k12 , . . . , uk2−k12p−1 , uk2−k12p )}).
The iterative learning algorithm starts with ?, makes no mind change on # and updates on a new datum x according to
the first case which applies:
• Case 1: If the current hypothesis is ?, then the new hypothesis is {x}.
• Case 2: If the current hypothesis is {y} for a word y 6= x, then the learner conjectures an H ∈ SECp,1 such that the two
shortest words in H are x, y.
• Case 3: If the current hypothesis is L = {y0, y1, y2, . . .}, |x| < |y1| and x 6= y0, then the learner conjectures an H ∈ SECp,1
such that the two shortest words in H are x, y0.
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• Case 4: If the current hypothesis is L = {y0, y1, y2, . . .}, x /∈ L and within time |x|3 one can ‘‘find an H ∈ SECp,1 and
verify thatH is the only such hypothesis containing x, with y0 and y1 being the two shortest words inH ’’, then the learner
outputs this H as the new hypothesis.
Here note that, the possible grammars (base, C) ∈ Gp,1 which generate y0 and y1 as the two shortest elements
are finite in number and can be effectively found. Furthermore, for each such grammar, base = (b1, b2, . . . , bp) and
C = {(u1, u2, . . . , u2p)}, the membership of x ∈ Lang(base, C) can be tested in time linear in |x|. This is so, because
x ∈ Lang(base, C) iff x = uk1b1uk2uk3b2uk4 . . . uk2p−1bpuk2p, where k = (|x| − |y0|)/(|y1| − |y0|).• Case 5: Otherwise, the learner repeats its old hypothesis.
This algorithm has the following properties:
• It is an invariant of the construction that the hypothesis is of the form {y0} iff exactly one word, y0, has shown up so far;
otherwise, the hypothesis is of the form {y0, y1, y2, . . .} such that y0 and y1 are the two shortest words seen so far.• If the current hypothesis is L = {y0, y1, y2, . . .} with y0, y1 being the two shortest words of the language to be learnt
and a datum x longer than (|y1| + 2)3 appears in the input which is not in L, then, by Theorem 22 below, there is a
unique language H ∈ SECp,1 such that y0, y1 are the shortest words of H and x ∈ H; hence, the hypothesis is updated
to the correct one (unless it is already correct). Note that Theorem 22 below could be formulated for arbitrary alphabets
besides the alphabet {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} used in the proof.
• Note that the number of languages in SECp,1 which have y0, y1 as their shortest two elements is bounded by 3|y1| and all
such hypotheses can be enumerated in time depending only on |y1| (this is exponential in |y1| and, thus, we need an x
whose length is exponential in |y1| to be able to check in polynomial time whether a unique H generates x with y0, y1
being its shortest two elements, even though there exists a polynomial size x which determines the uniqueness of the
hypothesis by Theorem 22). This is so, as each character in y1 could bemarked as a member of a constant part in the base
word or as the starting character of a part to be included n-fold in the (n + 1)-st word of the language or a continuing
member of such a part. There are 3|y1| ways to mark the characters of y1 and each language in SECp,1 containing y1 as the
second smallest word can be represented this way. For each such language, checking whether y0, y1 are the shortest two
words in the language, and whether x belongs to the language can be done in time linear in |x|, for |x| > |y1|. Thus, there
exists (and one can indeed find such) a unique language in SECp,1, as needed for the fourth case of the algorithm.
This completes the verification. 
Theorem 22. Let V = {v0, v1, v2, . . .} and W = {w0, w1, w2, . . .} be languages in SEC∗,1 over the alphabet
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. If v0 = w0, v1 = w1 and there are m, n with vn = wm ∧ |vn| > (|v1| + 2)3, then V = W.
Proof. Assume that the precondition of the statement is satisfied. Since v0 = w0, v1 = w1, and there is only one context,
there are constants r, t such that vk, wk have both the length rk+ t; hence, them, n in the precondition of the theorem have
to be the same number. The proof is now based on the following correspondence: for every language L = {u0, u1, u2, . . .},
there is a polynomial fL with all coefficients being rational numbers such that uk is equal to fL(10k) interpreted as a string,
where 10k represents ten to the power of k (not to be confused with sequences of digits as above). To see this, consider the
example, where
L = {212 · (322)n · 512 · (1111)n · 33 : n ∈ N}.
Then the following polynomial produces on input 10k a natural number which has uk as decimal representation:
fL(10k) = 21200000 · (10k)7 + 32200000999 · ((10k)7 − (10k)4)
+ 51200 · (10k)4 + 1111009999 · ((10k)4 − (10k)0)+ 33 · (10k)0.
It follows that
fL(105) = 2123223223223223225121111111111111111111133.
In general a k-fold repetition of i digits e1e2 . . . ei with ck+ d digits after them will contribute
e1e2 . . . ei · (10d) · (10k)c · (10k)i−110i−1
to the overall sum and that a constant part e1e2e3 . . . ej with c ′k+ d′ digits after them will contribute
e1e2 . . . ej · 10d′ · (10k)c′
to the sum of the polynomial fL.
In general, fL for the language {x1(y1)tx2(y2)t . . . xr(yr)t : t ∈ N} can be expressed as follows:
fL(10k) =
∑
i∈{1,2,...,r}
(xi · (10)
∑
j∈{i+1,i+2,...,r} |xj|+k
∑
j∈{i,i+1,...,r} |yj|)
+
∑
i∈{1,2,...,r}
(yi · [(10)
∑
j∈{i+1,i+2,...,r}(|xj|+k|yj|)] · (10|yi |)k−1
10|yi |−1 ),
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where xi and yi are interpreted as decimal numbers above. It is, then, easy to verify that fL(10k), read as a string, is the k-th
word uk. Now assume that v0 = w0, v1 = w1 and vm = wm with |vm| > (|v1| + 2)3. Note that m can be computed from
v0, v1, vm. The idea is now to check whether the polynomials fV and fW are the same on input 10m. Instead of fV , fW , one
considers the polynomials gV , gW , where
gL(10k) =
[
fL(10k)+ fL(10) ·
∑
s∈{0,1,2,...,|fL(10)|}
(10k)s
]
·
∏
s∈{1,2,...,|fL(10)|}
(10s − 1).
Note that the product
∏
s∈{1,2,...,|fL(10)|}(10
s − 1) is used to get rid of the denominator and the sum
fL(10) ·∑s∈{0,1,2,...,|fL(10)|}(10k)s is used to get rid of potential negative coefficients of some of the powers of 10k in fL(10k).
Now, fV (10) and fW (10) are just the (equal) words v1 andw1. The resulting polynomials gV and gW have coefficients in the
natural numbers and each coefficient is atmost 2·10|v1| ·∏s=1,2,...,|fL(10)|(10s−1). So the coefficients are values between 0 and
10(|v1|+2)2 . Hence, for k > (|v1| + 2)2, the coefficient of the h-th power of the variable of the polynomial coincides with the
decimal digits ehk+(k−1)ehk+(k−2) . . . ehk+2ehk+1ehk interpreted as a decimal number from the overall decimal representation
e`e`−1e`−2 . . . e2e1e0 of the value of gL(10k). If now vk = wk, then the coefficients of gV and gW coincide; hence, gV = gW
and fV = fW and V = W . 
At this point we do not know if the n chosen above could be made smaller. In particular, we do not know whether there
exist distinct V ,W ∈ SEC∗,1 such that v0 = w0, v1 = w1 and vn = wn, for some n ≥ 2.
Remark 23. One can use the polynomial fL in normal form instead of a grammar for representing L — this leads to one
hypothesis per language which could be found from y0, y1 and yn for any n > (|y1| + 2)2 in polynomial time; note that one
can check whether a polynomial generates a language of the desired form, and, therefore, one can use this class-preserving
one–one hypothesis space.
Remark 24. Let ω be the first transfinite ordinal. The ordinal mind change complexity [15] of the algorithm in Theorem 21
is ω+ 1: The learner starts with the ordinal counter ω+ 1, changes it to ω, when it makes a conjecture of the form {z} and,
then, to 2 · (|y0| + |y1|), when an hypothesis of the form {y0, y1, y2, . . .} is first output. Now whenever a new word x with
|x| < |y1| arrives, then the sum of the lengths of the two shortest words goes down by 1; furthermore, in between each such
mind change, there can be at most one mind change due to some sufficiently large x being seen in the input, which causes
an update to the unique hypothesis which contains x and has the two shortest words identical to the previous hypothesis.
This gives us the required bound.
7. A special case
In this section, a subclass of SECp,q consisting of regular sets only will be considered and which is defined as follows:
Rp,q = {x1 · Y ∗1 · x2 · Y ∗2 · . . . · xp · Y ∗p : x1, x2, . . . , xp ∈ Σ∗, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yp ⊆ Σ∗, |Y1| + |Y2| + · · · + |Yp| ≤ q}.
This subcase is obtained by permitting only right contexts and by requiring that the strings in every context are different
from  at only one place.
Remark 25. Note that Rq+1,q = R∗,q, and, for a unary alphabet, SECp,q = R1,q.
Remark 26. As one can construct, for each language in Rp,q, a finite automaton accepting it, the inclusion-problem for these
languages is decidable. Thus, by Corollary 11,
• Rp,q is conservatively learnable and• there is a recursive function which computes for every L ∈ Rp,q (given in adequate form) a finite subset D(L) of L such
that, for all H ∈ Rp,q, D(L) ⊆ H ⇒ L ⊆ H .
Remark 27. For q ∈ {6, 7, 8, . . . , ∗}, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}, one cannot iteratively learn Rp,q using a one–one class-preserving
hypothesis space. This holds as the learner on input a4, a5 either produces an hypothesis L ⊆ a∗, which allows us to do the
diagonalization as shown in Theorem 16, or it produces an hypothesis L which contains some x /∈ a∗. In the latter case, the
learner cannot distinguish the language {a, x}∗ from the language {a, xx, xxx, ax, xa, xax}∗ = {a, x}∗ − {x}.
If (p, q) ∈ {(2, 4), (3, 4), (4, 4), (5, 4), (2, 5), (3, 5), (4, 5), (5, 5), (6, 5)}, then a similar proof can be made. For the
proof, one would present texts of subsets of a∗ to the learner as in the proof of Theorem 16, but, when facing a conjecture
containing some x /∈ a∗, one presents either x or # to the learner, which does not make a mind change when receiving this
datum. After that, the learner receives all data for the language {a, ax}∗ · {xx, xxx}∗. Therefore, the learner converges on some
texts of {a, ax}∗ · x∗ and {a, ax}∗ · {xx, xxx}∗, respectively, to the same hypothesis although one of these languages contains
x and the other one does not. Both languages are in Rp,q but at least one of them is not learnt.
Note that it is not possible to use any of the two proofs above for the cases of R1,4 nor in R1,5 as both proofs utilize
sets which are not in these classes. Furthermore, it is open at present whether Rp,3, R1,2, R2,2 are iteratively learnable using
class preserving one–one hypothesis space. Rp,1 is iteratively learnable using class preserving one–one hypothesis space, as
can be shown using essentially the same proof idea as used for SECp,1 (see Theorem 21 and and Remark 23). We consider
learnability of R3,2 below.
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If Σ = {a}, then we do not yet know whether one can iteratively learn Rp,2 using a class-preserving one–one hypothesis
space (as forΣ = {a}, Rp,2 is same as the class SEC1,2).
Our next result shows that one can iteratively learn Rp,2, for p ≥ 3, in the case that |Σ | ≥ 3, (note that Rp,2 = R3,2, for
p ≥ 3, see Remark 25). In the following, let Sc,a,b,n = cnanbnc{a, b}∗cbnancn.
Proposition 28. Suppose L ∈R3,2 and u, v are two distinct strings in L.
(a) Suppose u = au′ and v = bv′, where a 6= b. Let c 6∈ {a, b} and n > max {|u|, |v|}. Then, Sc,a,b,n ∩ L = ∅.
(b) Suppose u = u′a and v = v′b, where a 6= b. Let c 6∈ {a, b} and n > max {|u|, |v|}. Then, Sc,a,b,n ∩ L = ∅.
(c) Suppose both u, v do not start or end with a c. Let a, b be two distinct characters different from c, and n > max {|u|, |v|}.
Then, Sc,a,b,n ∩ L = ∅ or, for some x′, y′ with |y′| > |x′|, Sc,a,b,n ∩ L = {y′}, x′ does not start or end with a c and (L = {x′, y′}∗ or
L = (x′)∗(y′)∗ or L = (y′)∗(x′)∗).
Proof. Suppose L = αx∗γ y∗β or L = α{x, y}∗β , where x, y are suitable contexts and α, γ , β are constant strings. Note that
any L ∈R3,2 which contains at least 2 strings can be expressed as such. Without loss of generality, we assume that x 6= ,
and if y = , then so is γ .
(a) Let u, v, a, b, c, n be as in the hypothesis. Clearly we have that α = .
• Case 1: γ 6= . Note that the strings u, v must start with either x or γ . Thus, one of x and γ starts with an a and the
other with a b. Thus, all strings of L start with either a or b. On the other hand all strings in Sc,a,b,n start with a c . Thus,
Sc,a,b,n ∩ L = ∅.
• Case 2: γ = . Ifβ 6∈ c∗, then, clearly, no string in L belongs to Sc,a,b,n because all strings in L end inβ , n > max {|u|, |v|} >
|β| and β is not a suffix of cn.
On the other hand if β ∈ c∗, then one of u, v starts with an x and the other with a y. Thus, one of x, y starts with
an a and the other with a b. Thus, all strings in L, except β , start with either an a or a b. Furthermore, β 6∈ Sc,a,b,n as
|β| ≤ max {|u|, |v|} < n. It follows that L ∩ Sc,a,b,n = ∅.
(b) This part can be proven similarly to part (a).
(c) Let u, v, a, b, c, n be as in the hypothesis. If α 6= , then all strings in L do not start with a c; whereas, all strings in Sc,a,b,n
start with a c . Thus, Sc,a,b,n ∩ L = ∅. Similarly, if β 6= , then all strings in L do not end with a c; whereas, all strings in Sc,a,b,n
end with a c . Thus, Sc,a,b,n ∩ L = ∅. Thus, for the following, assume that α = β = .
• Case 1: γ 6= . Suppose at least one of u, v starts with an x and at least one of u, v endswith a y. Then, x does not start with
a c and y does not endwith a c . It follows that all strings in L except γ do not belong to Sc,a,b,n. As |γ | < max {|u|, |v|} ≤ n,
we also have that γ 6∈ Sc,a,b,n. Thus, L ∩ Sc,a,b,n = ∅.
Suppose both u, v do not end with a y. Then, we have that x does not start with a c (as at least one of u, v starts with
an x) and γ does not end with a c (as both u, v end with γ ). Thus, strings in L∩ Sc,a,b,n could only be of the form γ y+. But
γ does not end with a c and |γ | < n. Thus, γ is not a prefix of cn and, thus, not a prefix of any string in Sc,a,b,n. It follows
that L ∩ Sc,a,b,n = ∅. One can similarly argue for the case that both u, v do not start with an x.
• Case 2: γ = . In this case, L = x∗y∗ or L = {x, y}∗.
Suppose at least one of u, v starts with an x or ends with an x, and at least one of u, v starts with a y or ends with a y.
Then, all strings starting with x or y contain a character different from c , and both x and y are of length at most n. Thus,
L ∩ Sc,a,b,n = ∅.
Now suppose u and v both start and end with an x (the case of y is similar). Thus, |x| < n and x does not start or end
with a c . It follows that L ∩ Sc,a,b,n can only consist of strings which start and end with a y.
• Case 2a: y ∈ c∗. In this case, as |x| < n, we have that anbn is not a substring of any string in {x, y}∗ and, thus, L∩Sc,a,b,n = ∅.
• Case 2b: y 6∈ c∗. If y does not start or end with cn, then we immediately have that L∩ Sc,a,b,n = ∅. So assume that y starts
and ends with cn. Thus, as |x| < n, for any string which starts and ends with a y to be a member Sc,a,b,n, we must have
that y starts with cnanbn and ends with bnancn. It follows that y can be the only string in L ∩ Sc,a,b,n. Note that |y| > |x|
follows as |x| < n.
This case-distinction completes the proof. 
Let SL be the union of all Sc,a,b,n, where a, b, c are distinct and there exist distinct u, v ∈ L such that n > max {|u|, |v|}, and
(i) u and v start with a and b respectively or (ii) u and v end with a and b respectively or (iii) u, v both do not start or end
with a c.
Note that SL ∩ L is either ∅ or {y}, where the second case applies only if, for some x not starting or ending with a c ,
(L = {x, y}∗ or L = x∗y∗ or L = y∗x∗) and y = cmambmczcbmamcm, with z ∈ {a, b}∗,m > |x| and a, b, c being distinct.
Proposition 29. Suppose L, L′ ∈R3,2, (L = {x, y}∗ or L = x∗y∗ or L = y∗x∗) and L− SL ⊆ L′. Then, L ⊆ L′.
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Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, |y| ≥ |x|. If SL ∩ L = ∅, then the proposition is trivial. So suppose SL ∩ L 6= ∅.
Then, by Proposition 28, we have that y = cmambmczcbmamcm, for somem > |x|, z ∈ {a, b}∗, a, b, c being distinct and x not
starting or ending with a c.
As  ∈ L − SL, we have that L′ is of the form (x′)∗(y′)∗ or {x′, y′}∗ for some x′, y′. As x belongs to L − SL and, thus, x ∈ L′,
we have that the context used in the leftmost position in the generation of x in L′ cannot start with a c and the context used
in the rightmost position in the generation of x in L′ cannot end with a c . If these contexts in the leftmost and rightmost
positions are different, then yy cannot be generated in L′ as both x′ and y′ are of length at most |x|, and neither would be a
prefix of cm and, thus, of yy, which belongs to L − SL. Thus, the same context is used to start and end the generation of x in
L′. Let this context be x′. Note that the generation of yy in L′ must start (end) with a context which starts (ends) with a c .
Thus, y′ must start and end with a c and y′ is a prefix as well as suffix of yy. If y′ ∈ c∗, then we further have that x′, y′ cannot
generate yy as ambm is not a substring of (x′)∗ for any x′ with |x′| ≤ |x| < m. Thus, we have that y′ 6∈ c∗. As generation of yy
in L′ must start and end with y′, we immediately have that cma is a prefix of y′ and acm is a suffix of y′. As generation of yy
in L′ starts and ends with y′, and cma only appears at the beginning of y and acm only appears at the end of y, it follows that
either y′ = y or y′ = yy. If y′ = yy, then yyy ∈ L− SL cannot be generated by L′. Thus, y′ must be y. It follows that y ∈ L′ and,
thus, L ⊆ L′. 
Corollary 30. There exists a finite subset Z of L− SL such that, for all L′ ∈ R3,2, Z ⊆ L′ implies L ⊆ L′.
Proof. Consider the construction of D(G) as in the proof of Corollary 11 for a grammar G for L, where G is taken to be R3,2.
However, instead of using a text T for L, one uses a text T for L−SL. Again, it can be argued that (i) limn→∞ Xctnt(T [n]) converges,
(ii) every grammarG′ in limn→∞ Xctnt(T [n]) satisfies L−SL ⊆ Lang(G′). Thus, L ⊆ Lang(G′) by Propositions 28 and 29. It follows
that D(G) constructed as such will satisfy the requirements of Z as needed. 
Remark 31. For anym ∈ N, cmambmc{a, b}∗cbmamcm is not a proper subset of any language in R3,2.
Proof. Suppose L ∈ R3,2 contains cmambmc{a, b}∗cbmamcm. Then, one of the contexts in L must be a as, otherwise,
L cannot contain cmambmc{a}∗cbmamcm. Similarly, the second context in L must be b, as, otherwise, L cannot contain
cmambmc{b}∗cbmamcm. Furthermore, as cmambmc{ab}∗cbmamcm is contained in L, we have that L is of the form α{a, b}∗β .
It follows that αβ = cmambmccbmamcm. It remains to look at the cases where cmambmcc is a prefix of α or ccbmamcm is a
suffix of β . In these cases, L does not contain cmambmcacbmamcm. It follows that α = cmambmc and β = cbmamcm. 
Next we will prove our result on the learnability of R3,2 when the alphabet size is at least 3.
Intuitively, in the learning algorithm below, the learner tries to output the ‘‘minimal’’ hypothesis in R3,2 which contains
the input data seen so far. If this is not possible, then the learner tries to remember the data seen (and implied) by using a
coded output language which is
cmambmc{a, b}∗cbmamcm
for some appropriatem, where we take the coding language such that the learner can recognize from relevant data that it is
a coding language and do the updates accordingly. It is not always possible to do the coding perfectly and the learner may
lose some data due to iterativeness. However, the learner misses out at most one element, as given by Proposition 28 (also
see Claim 33 below). This missing element is not critical, as shown by Proposition 29 and Corollary 30 above; hence, the
coding can be done without losing too much information.
We now proceed formally and give the algorithm outlined. Please recall Remark 26 for the definition ofD(H) used below.
Theorem 32. If |Σ | ≥ 3, then R3,2 can be iteratively learnt using a class preserving one–one hypothesis space.
Proof. One can use the following iterative algorithm for learning R3,2 employing a class preserving one–one hypothesis
space. On input # do not change the hypothesis. If the input is a stringw, then proceed according to which of the following
cases is applicable.
1. If the previous hypothesis was ?, then output a grammar for {w}.
2. If the previous hypothesis containsw, then repeat the hypothesis.
3. If the previous hypothesis H does not containw, then let
Q =

D(H) ∪ {w}, if H is not of the form cmambmc{a, b}∗cbmamcm
for anym > 0;
QH ∪ {w}, if H is of the form cmambmc{a, b}∗cbmamcm
for somem > 0, where QH is the
the finite set coded by k′ = max{k′′ : 2k′′ dividesm};
and output the hypothesis
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H =

H ′, if there exists a (necessarily unique)
H ′ ∈R3,2 such that Q ⊆ H ′ and
Q ⊆ L′ ⇔ H ′ ⊆ L′ for all L′ ∈ R3,2;
cnanbnc{a, b}∗cbnancn, where n = 2k(2m+ 1),
for k being the code for the finite set
Q ,m being the length of the second
smallest string in Q and pairwise
distinct a, b, c ∈ Σ being chosen to
satisfy at least one of (i)–(iii):
Let u, v be two shortest strings in Q ;
(i) u = au′, v = bv′;
(ii) u = u′a, v = v′b;
(iii) u and v do not start or end with a c .
Note that one can always choose a, b, c as needed above for any two strings u, v.
Note that we used n = 2k(2m+ 1), rather than k itself, so that the requirements of Proposition 28 are satisfied.
Intuitively, Q above recovers (approximately) the data seen in the past. The data lost due to the iterativeness of the
algorithm is not critical, as our proof shows.
Nowwe show that the above algorithm learns the class R3,2 iteratively. For a finite set Q , let X(Q ) denote
⋂
L′∈R3,2:Q⊆L′ L
′.
That is X(Q ) is the intersection of the languages in R3,2 which contain Q .
Suppose the input text T is for L ∈ R3,2. If L contains only one element, then, clearly, the learner iteratively learns L. So
assume that L contains at least two (and, thus, infinitely many) elements. Without loss of generality assume that T does not
contain # (as the above algorithm ignores #).
LetHn denote the hypothesis of the learner above after seeing input T [n] (that is just after it sees T (n−1), whereH0 =?).
Define Qn as follows. Q0 = ∅, Q1 = {T (0)}. For n ≥ 2, if step 2 was executed after seeing input T (n), then let Qn+1 = Qn.
Otherwise, let Qn+1 be Q as defined in step 3. Note that if the hypothesis Ht is produced via step 1 or via the first clause in
definition of H in step 3, then Ht = X(Qt). In particular, this is true if Ht is not of the form cmambmc{a, b}∗cbmamcm, for any
m > 0.
Claim 33. For all n,
(a) Qn ⊆ L.
(b) ctnt(T [n])− X(Qn) ⊆ SL.
We can show the claim by induction on n. For n = 0, 1, clearly, (a), (b) hold. Suppose (a) and (b) hold for n = t . Then we
show it for n = t + 1.
Suppose step 2 is executed on input T (t). Thus, Qt+1 = Qt and part (a) follows using induction hypothesis. Note that, by
Remark 31, Ht ⊆ L iff Ht was produced via the first clause in the definition of H in step 3 (on some input T [t ′] with t ′ ≤ t ,
where step 2 was used on inputs T (t ′), T (t ′ + 1), . . . , T (t); here note that if Ht is produced via the second clause in the
definition of H in step 3, then L 6⊆ Ht ). Thus, if Ht ⊆ L, then Ht = X(Qt); on the other hand, if Ht 6⊆ L, then Ht ⊆ SL. Thus,
part (b) follows by induction and T (t) ∈ Ht .
Suppose step 3 is executed on input T (t). Then, Qt+1 is Q as defined in step 3.
If Q in step 3 is defined via the first clause, then Ht = X(Qt) and Qt+1 = D(Ht) ∪ {T (t)}. Thus, D(Ht) ⊆ Ht = X(Qt) ⊆ L
(as Qt ⊆ L, by induction). Thus, Qt+1 ⊆ L and (a) follows. Moreover,
ctnt(T [t + 1]) = ctnt(T [t]) ∪ {T (t)}
⊆ SL ∪ X(Qt) ∪ {T (t)} (by induction)
= SL ∪ Ht ∪ {T (t)} (as Ht = X(Qt))
= SL ∪ X(D(Ht)) ∪ {T (t)} (by definition of D(Ht))
⊆ SL ∪ X(D(Ht) ∪ {T (t)})
= SL ∪ X(Qt+1).
Thus, (b) follows.
If Q in step 3 is defined via the second clause, then Qt+1 = Qt ∪ {T (t)} ⊆ L by induction and, thus, part (a) follows.
Furthermore,
ctnt(T [t + 1]) = ctnt(T [t]) ∪ {T (t)}
⊆ SL ∪ X(Qt) ∪ {T (t)} (by induction)
⊆ SL ∪ X(Qt+1).
This proves the claim.
Now let Z ⊆ L−SL be as in Corollary 30. Let t be large enough so that ctnt(T [t])−SL ⊇ Z . Then it follows fromClaim 33(a)
thatQt ⊆ L and fromClaim 33(b) that X(Qt) ⊇ Z . Hence, X(Qt) = L. It follows thatHt = L. Clearly, the learner never changes
its mind once it outputs the correct hypothesis. Thus, the learner iteratively learns L. 
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8. Conclusion
In this paper we considered the iterative learnability of simple external contextual languages, called SECp,q, where q
denotes the number of contexts and p denotes the number of parts in the base. We showed that SECp,q is consistently and
iteratively learnable, by a polynomial time algorithm, for each value of the parameters p and q, as long as a suitable class
preserving hypothesis space is allowed. On the other hand, for q ≥ 2, SECp,q is not consistently and conservatively iteratively
learnable using a class preserving hypothesis space.
The positive result above needed somepadding. Itwas shown that if one considers only one–one class preserving hypoth-
esis spaces, then SECp,q is not iteratively learnable using a one–one hypothesis space if q ≥ 4, though SECp,1 is polynomial
time iteratively learnable using a one–one hypothesis space. The problem of iteratively learning SECp,q using a one–one hy-
pothesis space, for q = 2 or q = 3, is open at present;we only know that for unary alphabet, SECp,3 is not iteratively learnable
using a class preserving one–one hypothesis space. We also considered a special case of allowing only right contexts, and
showed that R3,2 (the restricted version of SEC3,2) is iteratively learnable using a one–one hypothesis space.
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